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Abstract

Performance estimation under covariate shift is a crucial
component of safe AI model deployment, especially for sen-
sitive use-cases. Recently, several solutions were proposed
to tackle this problem, most leveraging model predictions
or softmax confidence to derive accuracy estimates. How-
ever, under dataset shifts confidence scores may become ill-
calibrated if samples are too far from the training distribu-
tion. In this work, we show that taking into account dis-
tances of test samples to their expected training distribution
can significantly improve performance estimation under co-
variate shift. Precisely, we introduce a “distance-check” to
flag samples that lie too far from the expected distribution,
to avoid relying on their untrustworthy model outputs in the
accuracy estimation step. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of this method on 13 image classification tasks, across a
wide-range of natural and synthetic distribution shifts and
hundreds of models, with a median relative MAE improve-
ment of 27% over the best baseline across all tasks, and
SOTA performance on 10 out of 13 tasks. Our code is pub-
licly available at https://github.com/melanibe/
distance_matters_performance_estimation.

1. Introduction

Machine learning models are sensitive to variations in
their deployment environments [17, 49, 35, 23, 45, 33].
Due to the unavailability of ground truth labels for continu-
ous performance monitoring at deployment time, real-time
and accurate performance estimation is crucial to detect
any unexpected behavior or model failure, particularly
in distribution-shifted settings. This is especially impor-
tant for sensitive use cases such as clinical decision making.

The difficulty in estimating model performance arises
from the lack of reliability of model outputs under covariate
shift [35, 25]. Recently, several attempts have been made at
addressing this problem, many of them based on confidence
estimates [15, 14, 29]. For example, Average Thresholded
Confidence (ATC) [14] leverages softmax outputs for esti-
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Figure 1. Performance estimation under covariate shift needs

to take into account different sources of errors. Distance to the
source distribution in the embedding space matters as confidence
estimates become unreliable with increased distance.

mating classification accuracy, considering that all outputs
whose confidence do not reach a certain threshold are in-
correctly classified. While this method has shown to be
effective at estimating the performance under mild shifts
(e.g. on synthetically corrupted images), experiments show
that the method under-performs in more substantial shifts
such as natural sub-population shifts. In particular, current
approaches tend to overestimate accuracy in natural real-
world distribution shift settings [14, 20]. This can notably
be explained by a deterioration of model calibration when
going further from the training distribution [22], with soft-
max outputs becoming over-confident and unreliable [35].
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If test samples are too far from training samples, relying on
the output of the classification layer for performance esti-
mation is insufficient. From an uncertainty point of view,
softmax outputs can been seen as capturing aleatoric un-
certainty, arising from overlapping class boundaries [21, 9].
However, under dataset shifts, errors may also arise from
the fact that the model has never seen this type of input data
and does not know how to respond to such inputs. This is
referred to as epistemic uncertainty [9] and is not well cap-
tured by softmax outputs [21, 43], as demonstrated by its
poor performance on the related out-of-distribution (OOD)
detection task [35, 25, 41, 43, 27]. Note that in OOD de-
tection, the goal is to separate on separating ID from OOD
inputs, regardless of the downstream classification perfor-
mance, often considering inputs completely unrelated to the
task. This differs from performance estimation under co-
variate shift, where we assume that the classification task
still applies to the shifted inputs and we focus on estimating
performance, not on detecting shifts.

Methodological contributions In this paper, we argue
that performance estimators should identify samples far
away from the training set in the embedding space, for
which softmax estimates are most likely unreliable. By
measuring the distance in the embedding space, we are able
to measure how well the model “understood” the sample
when projecting the input to the classification space. This
idea is illustrated in fig. 1. Following this intuition, we pro-
pose a simple yet effective method to improve the quality
of current SOTA performance estimators. Specifically, we
use nearest-neighbours distance in the embedding space to
reject samples that lay too far from the training distribu-
tion. We then only use confidence-based performance esti-
mators on the remaining samples, considering all previously
rejected samples as mis-classified. Our distance check ap-
proach is versatile and can be used to improve the quality of
various existing performance estimators (e.g. [14, 20]).

Main results We evaluate our approach on 13 classifica-
tion tasks ranging from cancer cell to animal classification.
The nature of the distribution shifts studied covers a wide-
range of shifts: from synthetic corruption, acquisition shift,
real-world population shift to representation shift. For each
task we evaluate between 18 and 259 models, covering vari-
ous training strategies and network architectures. These ex-
periments demonstrate that integrating distance into accu-
racy estimators significantly improves the quality of the es-
timation. For example, our proposed estimator ATC-DistCS
is significantly better than previous SOTA ATC [14] on all
but one task, with a median relative MAE improvement of
30% across all tasks. Furthermore, comparing to the most
recent COTmethod [30], we demonstrate a 27%median rel-
ative performance improvement across all tasks, with new

SOTA performances on 10 out of 13 tasks. We also demon-
strate significant improvements across all datasets for agree-
ment based accuracy estimation when integrating our dis-
tance check. Ablation studies yield further insights in the
method and its limitations. Finally, to the best of our knowl-
edge, we provide the first comprehensive publicly available
codebase of current SOTA baselines for accuracy estima-
tion, along with the complete code to reproduce our experi-
ments.

2. Background

2.1. Performance estimation without ground truth

Current methods for performance estimation under co-
variate shift can be broadly grouped in 4 categories:

Estimating performance via auxiliary task performance

Modifies the main classification model to incorporate a (suf-
ficiently informative) auxiliary task for which ground truth
labels are available at test time: accuracy on the main task
is then approximated by the computed accuracy on the aux-
iliary task. For example, [11] trains a multi-task model for
predicting the class at hand as well as the rotation applied
to the input image. The main limitation of this line of work
is the requirement to build a multi-task model, making it
unusable as a post-hoc tool.

Training a regressor between ID and OOD accuracy

This regressor can be trained based on model outputs or on
measures of distance between datasets [13, 40, 15, 31, 12].
One major drawback of this class of estimators is their re-
quirement for having access to labelled OOD data for train-
ing the regression model. This is not always available
in practice, in particular in data-scarce domains such that
healthcare. In absence of such OOD datasets, regressor are
sometimes trained using corrupted versions of the original
validation set as “OOD” sets. However, this can not guaran-
tee the robustness of this estimator against other shifts e.g.
natural subpopulation shift [39].

Agreement-based estimators Are based on the idea that
agreement between member of model ensembles correlate
with model accuracy. For example, generalised disagree-
ment equality (GDE) [20] use pairs of models trained with
different random seeds to compute disagreement. Others
use more intricate methods for training specialised models
to align disagreement and accuracy further [10, 6]. How-
ever, these procedures often require expensive additional
training steps to derive the siblings models and are not ap-
plicable to post-hoc scenarios where only the final model
is available to the end user. In [1], the authors go as far as
training dozens models to fit a regressor between agreement
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and accuracy, whereas [6] requires training a new ensemble
for every single test set requiring performance estimation.

Confidence-based estimators These methods, contrarily
to the ones above, only require the final model’s outputs to
perform accuracy estimation and do not require any OOD
data for calibration. As such, they are versatile and can be
used with any classification model. For example, Difference
of Confidence (DOC) [15] approximates the difference in
accuracy between the evaluation set and the in-distribution
(ID) validation set by the difference in average model con-
fidence. ATC [14] introduces a confidence threshold such
that all test samples for which the confidence is lower than
this threshold are considered wrong and all samples meet-
ing the minimum confidence requirement are considered
correct (see Methods). Finally, concurrently to our work,
COT [30] proposed to estimate accuracy based on based
on optimal transport of model confidences. Precisely, they
measure the Wasserstein distance between source label dis-
tribution and target softmax distribution to estimate the test
error. Note, that this is expected to perform well if the
source label distribution matches the target label distribu-
tion but might fail if this assumption breaks.

2.2. Distance-based out-of-distribution detection

The idea that OOD samples should lie far from the
training samples in the embedding space is at the core of
distance-based methods for OOD detection. For example,
[27] propose to fit multi-variate Gaussians on the training
embedding distribution of each class and use the Maha-
lanobis distance [32] to characterise how far test samples
are from this expected distribution. If a sample is far from
all class clusters, it is considered OOD. This method has
shown some success at various OOD detection tasks [4, 27]
and extensions of this work have since further improved its
capabilities [37]. However, this method suffers from one
major limitation: it has a strong assumption that the class
embeddings clusters can be accurately modelled by a Gaus-
sian Multivariate distribution. Without any constraints on
the training procedure or the embedding space at training
time, this assumption may not hold [41]. This is the moti-
vation for the work of [41] who proposed a non-parametric
alternative OOD detection method. The authors still focus
on the idea of using distances in the embedding space to
detect OOD samples, but they leverage nearest-neighbours
distances instead of the Mahalanobis distances, removing
the normality assumption on the embedding. Precisely, they
use the distance to the Kth nearest-neighbour to classify
samples as OOD. They derive the classification threshold
for OOD versus ID task such that 95-99% of the training
samples are classified as ID.

3. Methods

In this section, we begin by reminding the reader of the
core principles of two base performance estimators which
we build on top of: ATC [14] and GDE [20]. We then intro-
duce our plug-in distance checker designed to flag untrust-
worthy samples, and discuss how to incorporate this dis-
tance check into these performance estimators to yield our
proposed estimators “ATC-DistCS” and “GDE-DistCS”.

3.1. Base estimators

Average Thresholded Confidence (ATC) [14] approx-
imates accuracy by the proportion of OOD predictions
that do not exceed a certain confidence threshold (derived
from the ID validation set, where confidence is defined as
temperature-scaled [16] softmax confidence). Precisely, the
threshold ATC is defined such that on source dataDs the ex-
pected number of points that obtain a confidence less than
ATC matches the error of the model on Ds. This method
has been further refined by [29], where the authors propose
to apply class-wise temperature scaling and to define class-
wise confidence thresholds to improve the quality of the es-
timation, in particular for class-imbalanced problems.

Generalised Disagreement Equality (GDE) [20] As-
suming access to two models g and g0 trained with
different random seeds (but identical architecture and
training paradigms), GDE estimates model accuracy by
1
N

P
i2test set [g(xi) = g0(xi)], where N is the size of the

OOD test set, xi the inputs to the model, and g(xi) denotes
the model prediction.

3.2. Integrating distance to training set

Average Distance Check Inspired by the OOD detection
work in [41], we propose to improve standard performance
estimators with a “distance checker”. Instead of simply
rejecting samples with low confidence or model disagree-
ment, we argue that the distance of any given sample to
the in-distribution training set should also be taken into ac-
count to determine whether its confidence (and prediction)
is likely to be trustworthy for estimation purposes or not. In
simple terms, we “reject” samples whose penultimate-layer
embeddings lie in a region “far” from the ID embedding
space. The distance from a sample to the in-distribution set
is determined by the average distance between the sample
and all of its K-nearest-neighbours:

ADi =
1

K

X

k

���fi � n(k)
i

���
2
, (1)

where K is the number of nearest-neighbours to consider,
fi is the embedding of the ith test sample and n(k)

i the kth
nearest neighbours to fi in the embedding space, nearest
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neighbours are searched for in the training set. The accept-
able threshold is determined on the in-distribution valida-
tion set as the 99th-percentile of the average distances ob-
served on this set i.e.

DistThreshold = quantile.99 {ADi, 8i 2 val set} . (2)

Note, that our distance criterion differs from [41], in that (i)
we use the average of all K distances instead of the distance
to the Kth neighbour only (to be less sensitive to outliers);
(ii) we do not normalise the embeddings (see ablation study
in section 4); (iii) we do not use a contrastive loss for train-
ing our models as this assumption may restrict the scope
of application of the method. The fitting procedure for the
distance checker can be found in algorithm 1.

Using distance to improve the quality of performance es-

timators Our proposed “distance-checker” can be used as
a plug-in method to improve the estimation results of dif-
ferent existing accuracy estimators. Specifically, first we
propose “ATC-Dist”, where we combine both criteria to
estimate the accuracy under shift: a sample is estimated
as being correct if it is (i) of high enough confidence, (ii)
not too far from the in-distribution embeddings. Similarly
we extend GDE with our distance criterion to get “GDE-
Dist”. There the correctness of a sample is estimated by
(i) agreement between both models, and (ii) distance to the
in-distribution embeddings. The estimation procedure for
ATC-Dist and GDE-Dist is shown in algorithm 1.

Class-wise distance thresholds As the tightness of class
clusters may differ for different classes, we argue that the
quality of the distance threshold can be further improved
by defining class-wise distance thresholds. Concretely, for
each class c we compute DistThresholdc by taking the 99th

percentile of the average distance distribution of the sub-
set of cases labelled as c in the validation set. At test time,
we use the distance threshold associated with the predicted
class to determine the validity of a given sample prediction.
In cases where less than 20 samples were present in the val-
idation set for any given class, we use the global threshold
for this class. Replacing the global distance threshold by
the classwise thresholds in the procedure described above,
yields our proposed “ATC-DistCS” and “GDE-DistCS” es-
timators.

4. Results

Motivating example Prior to diving into quantitative
analysis of our results, let’s start with an illustrative ex-
ample of our main idea: in the embedding space, regions
of the shifted test set not covered by the ID set are likely
to be regions of very low accuracy. This pattern appears
distinctively in the example in fig. 2, where we show the

Algorithm 1

procedure FIT DISTANCECHECKER(Xtrain, Xval)
ftrain  GET FEATURES(Xtrain)
fval  GET FEATURES(Xval)
KNN FIT NEAREST NEIGHBORS(ftrain)
ADval  AVERAGE NN DISTANCES(KNN, fval)
DistThreshold  QUANTILE(ADval, .99)
return DistThreshold, KNN

end procedure

procedure GET ATC-DIST(Xtest, ATC, KNN, Dist-
Threshold)

ftest  GET FEATURES(Xtest)
ADtest  AVERAGE NN DISTANCES(KNN, ftest)
keptDist  ADtest < DistThreshold . Distance check
ctest  SOFTMAX CONFIDENCE(Xtest)
keptATC  ctest > ATC . Confidence check
ATC-DIST 

|keptATC \ keptDist|
|Xtest|

return ATC-DIST
end procedure

procedure GET GDE-DIST(Xtest, g1, g2, DistThresh-
old, KNN) . g1, g2 two models trained with different
seeds

ftest  GET FEATURES(g1, Xtest)
ADtest  AVERAGE NN DISTANCES(KNN, ftest)
keptDist  ADtest < DistThreshold . Distance check
agreetest  g1(Xtest) = g2(Xtest) . Agreement
GDE-DIST 

|agreetest \ keptDist|
|Xtest|

return GDE-DIST
end procedure

T-SNE [44] representation of the embeddings of the ID val-
idation set as well as the OOD test set, on a model trained
on the WILDS-CameLyon [23, 2] dataset. We can clearly
see how the region in black� which is not well represented
in the ID validation set � contains an extremely high pro-
portion of errors in the OOD test set.

Datasets We validate our proposed method on a wide
range of tasks and covering various natural and synthetic
distribution shifts (more details in supplement):

• ImageNet [38] to ImageNet-Sketch [45] where the dis-
tribution shifts from photographs to sketch; ImageNet-
A [19], where the distribution shifts adversarially;
ImageNet-V2 [36] a setting with only mild shifts, de-
signed to mimic ImageNet test set.

• CIFAR10 [24] to CIFAR10-C [18] covering various
synthetic corruptions, yielding 95 OOD datasets.
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• MNIST [26] to SVHN [34], classic digit classification,
shifting from binary digit images to house numbers.

• WILDS [23] benchmark, designed to study natural
shifts occuring “in the wild”. WILDS-Camelyon17 [2]
defines a histopathology binary task, with staining pro-
tocol shifts. WILDS-iCam [3] is a 182-classes ani-
mal classification task from camera traps, with shifts
in camera location. WILDS-FMoW [8] is a satellite
image 62-class task, with temporal and geographical
shifts. WILDS-RxRx1 [42] is a 1,139 genetic treat-
ment classification task on fluorescent microscopy im-
ages, where the shift occurs from so-called experimen-
tal “batch-effect”.

• The BREEDS [39] benchmark defines various tasks
(Entity30, Entity13, Living17, NonLiving26) based on
ImageNet subsets and superclasses. The main task
consisting of predicting the super-class and the train-
val-test split defined such that the subpopulations cov-
ered by the OOD test set are disjoint from the ones
represented in the training and validation set.

• PACS [28] a 7-class task, where models are trained
and validated on photographs and tested on 3 other do-
mains (painting, sketches and cartoon).

• PathMNIST [48] histopathology 9-class task, where
training and test splits are taken from different sites.

Experimental setup and models For each evaluated
model, we fit our nearest neighbours algorithm on the train-
ing set, using K=25 neighbours for the distance check. Dis-
tance thresholds are computed on the in-distribution vali-
dation set. For each task, we evaluate our accuracy esti-
mator on all available OOD sets, as described above, and
measure estimation quality in terms of Mean Absolute Er-
ror (MAE) between predicted and true accuracy across all
models. Note that if there were more than N=50,000 train-
ing samples, we randomly subsampled N samples in the K-
NN fitting step to speed up inference. Moreover, for Ima-
geNet to avoid doing a full inference pass on the extremely
large training set, we fitted the K-NN algorithm directly
on the validation set (discarding distance to self to get the
distance threshold). For each task, we evaluate the qual-
ity of performance estimation on a large variety of models.
For ImageNet, we test on 259 pretrained models from the
timm [46] package, covering a range of 14 family of model
architectures. For all other datasets, we trained models our-
selves using various architectures, training setups, random
seeds and initialising models both from ImageNet and ran-
dom weights (except for BREEDS datasets as they are build
from ImageNet images, hence pretrained weights would vi-
olate the OOD assumptions of the testing subpopulations);
amounting to 18 models for BREEDS tasks and 30 models

for all other tasks. More details can be found in Supp Note
2 and in our codebase.

Choice of baselines Our first analysis focuses on single-
model accuracy estimation. We compare our method to es-
tablished ATC [14] and DoC [15] baselines as well as their
improved class-wise version [29]. For class-wise estima-
tion, if any given target class was not present in the valida-
tion set, or if less than 20 samples were predicted for that
class, we used the global temperature and ATC-threshold
for that particular class. This may happen for some classes
in imbalanced datasets or with an extremely high num-
ber of classes (e.g. WILDS RxRx1 or WILS iCam). We
also compare our method to the recently proposed COT
estimator [30]. Note that, to date, in their pre-print, the
authors only tested their method on a very limited set of
tasks, as such our evaluation considerably extends the as-
sessment of COT’s capabilities. Regression-like methods
are not included as we assume that no OOD dataset is avail-
able at training and validation time, similarly we do not in-
clude methods that require external metadata such as Man-
doline [7] as it was not available. Methods such as self-
training ensembles [6] which require model retraining for
every single test set, were also not considered as they were
computationally much more heavy (it would require train-
ing over 3,000 ensembles in our experimental setting) and
do not allow for real time monitoring. Weaker baselines
such that simply using the average softmax confidence as
accuracy estimation are not included as the extensive anal-
ysis in the ATC paper [14] already clearly demonstrates the
superiority of ATC as a baseline. In a second analysis, we
place ourselves in the scenario where we have access to two
models for each task for accuracy estimation and compare
agreement-based estimator GDE [20] to our improved ver-
sion GDE-DistCS.

Results for single-model performance estimation In ta-
ble 1, we compare DoC, ATC, COT and our method in two
different settings, one where temperature scaling (TS) [16]
and ATC threshold are optimised globally for the entire
dataset (left column group) and the second where we ap-
ply class-wise TS and ATC thresholds (rightmost columns).
Temperature scaling is applied as previous studies have
shown better results over raw model ouputs [29, 14]. Re-
sults are presented in terms of MAE over all shifted test
sets and all models for each task. We can see that our
method ATC-Dist achieves lower MAE than its counterpart
ATC across all but one dataset (Wilds iCam, see discussion
section). Furthermore, on all these datasets, ATC-DistCS
using class-wise distance thresholds further improves the
results over ATC-Dist. The overall median relative MAE
reduction of ATC-DistCS over all datasets is of 30% com-
pared to standard ATC in the global setting and 13% in
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Figure 2.Why distance matters, an example. Joint TSNE [44] representation of the ID validation set and OOD test set plotted separately
for a ResNet18 model on the WILDS CameLyon dataset. We can clearly distinguish a region with low density on the validation set and
high density on the OOD set, where most points are misclassified.

Global TS & ATC thresholds Classwise TS & ATC thresholds

DoC COT ATC ATC-Dist ATC-DistCS COT ATC ATC-DistCS
Dataset family [15] [30] [14] (ours) (ours) [30] [29] (ours)

ImageNet-Sketch 19.26** 4.62** 6.05** 4.75** 3.28 5.31** 5.36** 3.42

ImageNet-A 38.66** 31.73** 26.81** 23.20** 17.95** 21.77** 35.67** 15.10

ImageNet-V2 4.94** 5.70** 1.90** 1.43** 0.64 1.83** 5.39** 3.51**
Living17 21.08** 18.95** 17.98** 15.86** 14.45* 20.18** 15.02** 11.82

NonLiving26 24.31** 21.38* 16.71** 15.65** 14.53 21.85* 15.84** 13.87

Entity13 13.55** 12.78** 8.96** 8.30* 8.15 12.99** 8.64** 7.84

Entity30 17.75** 15.45** 12.31** 11.65* 11.31 15.98** 12.15** 11.15

WILDS CameLyon 7.57** 3.07** 6.86** 4.90** 4.71** 2.99 6.82** 4.69**
WILDS iCam 8.14 7.72* 7.15 7.92* 9.13** 6.48 5.39 6.95

WILDS FMoW 3.54** 2.04** 2.72** 2.06* 1.91 1.94* 1.36 1.58

WILDS RxRx1 7.47** 2.36 6.02** 5.01** 3.86** 2.54 8.87** 9.62**
MNIST 61.41** 15.17 49.52** 17.41 15.96 15.33 41.44** 16.12

PACS 55.38** 12.61 45.98** 26.25** 26.21** 13.23* 49.45** 26.65**
PathMNIST 3.68** 9.90** 2.67** 1.31 1.14 9.92** 2.37** 1.09

CIFAR10 2.73** 1.53** 1.20** 1.11* 1.08 1.59** 1.24** 1.07

Table 1. Improving confidence-based accuracy estimation - summary table. Results are reported in terms of Mean Absolute Error (in
%) across all models and OOD datasets. * denotes a p-value after Bonferroni correction<0.05, ** p-value<1e-3 for Wilcoxon signed-rank
test [47] to test for difference between the best method versus all the others, for each dataset. Bold denotes the best model, all methods not
significantly different from the best are highlighted.

the class-wise setting. Additionally, our experimental re-
sults confirm the preliminary findings of [29] i.e. ATC
with class-wise optimisation of temperature and thresholds
outperforms ATC with global optimisation for the major-
ity of datasets (only performance on heavily imbalanced
CIFAR10-C had been reported so far). To measure statis-
tical significance, for each dataset, we use the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [47] to compare the best method (i.e. with
lowest MAE on that task) against all other methods, with
Bonferroni [5] correction to account for multiple testing.

We highlight in bold the method with lowest MAE and all
methods that are not significantly different to this method
(at the level 0.05 after correction). We can see that ATC-
DistCS achieves SOTA results on 10 out of 13 tasks, with a
median relativeMAE improvement of 27% for ATC-DistCS
over COT with global TS and 30% with class-wise TS. We
discuss differences between COT and ATC-DistCS in more
details in section 5. Finally, we detail the performance
comparison on CIFAR10-C in fig. 3, we can see that our
method outperforms the baselines at all levels of corruption
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Figure 3. Ablation study MSE in function of corruption

strength for CIFAR10-C across all models, shaded area depicts
+/- one standard deviation.

GDE [20] +DistCS
Dataset family (ours)

Living17 19.92** 16.60

NonLiving26 23.49** 21.26

Entity13 12.62** 11.78

Entity30 16.57** 15.67

WILDS CameLyon 4.96** 3.62

WILDS iCam 6.44 5.93

WILDS FMoW 9.39** 8.56

WILDS RxRx1 9.14** 7.78

MNIST 34.63** 15.63

PACS 42.41** 27.76

PathMNIST 2.81** 1.62

CIFAR10 4.73** 4.19

Table 2. Results for improving agreement-based estimates.

Best in bold, * denotes a p-value <0.05, ** <1e-5 for Wilcoxon-
signed-rank test [47] for GDE-DistCS against GDE.

strength. Additional scatterplots detailing predicted versus
true accuracy can be found in Supp. Note 3.

Results for agreement-based accuracy estimation. Our
distance check is not only tailored for improving ATC but
rather is a general addition that can be “plugged-in” to vari-
ous estimators. We demonstrate this by showing how our
method improves the quality of agreement-based estima-
tor GDE [20], another well established baseline. For ev-
ery training configuration, we repeat training with 3 differ-
ent seeds. To estimate the accuracy for model g1, we use
another model g2 trained with a different seed to compute
disagreement and deduce the predicted accuracy for g1. We
then further improve the estimation with our proposed dis-
tance check i.e. we fit our distance checker to the valida-
tion features on g1 and use it on the corresponding OOD
features to discard distant samples. We evaluate the error
for every model using all possible pairs. Results are sum-
marised in table 2. The proposed GDE-DistCS shows sta-

tistically significant improvements across all tasks (expect
for one task where it is equivalent), with a median relative
MAE improvement of 13% over the standard GDE method.
However, it is worth noting that results obtained with the
accuracy estimators from the previous paragraph are sys-
tematically better than these disagreement estimates.

Ablation studies: choice of distance measure and K-NN

hyperparameters We ran additional experiments to jus-
tify our choice to use K-NN distance for detecting unre-
liable samples. As mentioned in section 2.2, other meth-
ods have been proposed to perform distance-based OOD
detection. Most famous is the Mahalanobis criteria pro-
posed by [27]. Hence, we compare the performance of the
proposed ATC-DistCS to ATC-Maha where we use Maha-
lanobis to compute the distance (all other steps the same).
Results in fig. 4 show that (i) for most datasets adding the
distance check helps, regardless of the distance choice; (ii)
the K-NN distance performs better than Mahalanobis dis-
tance (and is often computationally faster). Secondly, in
Supp Note 5, we also investigate the impact of the number
of neighbours and the effect of features normalisation (as it
improved OOD detection in [41]), showing that our method
is robust to the choice of number of neighbours and does not
require normalisation. Similarly, Supp. Note 6 shows that
our 99th-percentile distance threshold choice for rejecting
samples is generalisable across all datasets, alleviating the
need for cumbersome hyperparameter tuning and allowing
us to all parameters fixed across all experiments.

5. Discussion & Conclusion

Main take-aways The proposed “distance-check” signifi-
cantly improves accuracy estimation results across datasets
and tasks both for ATC and GDE; with a median relative
MAE improvement of 30% for ATC versus ATC-DistCS
in the global setting (resp. 13% in the class-wise setting)
and 13% for GDE versus GDE-DistCS. Importantly, our
method is versatile, can be applied to any model and does
not require any OOD data to tune the performance estima-
tor. In particular, we can apply the method even if we only
have access to the final model at deployment time, enabling
external performance monitoring (e.g. by regulators or lo-
cal auditing teams). This contrasts with some recent meth-
ods that require dozens of models to improve upon ATC re-
sults [1]. Moreover, we would like to underline the demon-
strated plug-in aspect of the proposed method, i.e. its abil-
ity to improve estimation quality across several “base” ac-
curacy estimators. Indeed, this attests that distance to the
expected distribution has to be taken into account for im-
proved performance estimation and that estimators should
not solely rely on model outputs. This is further corrob-
orated by our ablation study comparing the use of K-NN
versus Mahalanobis distances for the distance check step
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Figure 4. Ablation study for the choice of distance estimation method: K-NN (DistCS) versus Mahalanobis distance (Maha). Each
boxplot shows the distribution of the Mean Absolute Error for accuracy estimation. Whiskers denote the [5%;95%]-percentiles of the
distribution, outliers omitted for readability. Using distance improves the results for all but one dataset, no matter if K-NN or Mahalanobis
distance. However, K-NN distance is better than Mahalanobis overall. For additional datasets, see Supp. Note 4.

in the proposed accuracy estimation flow. Indeed, results
show that regardless of the distance measure choice, our
proposed ATC with distance check outperforms the stan-
dard ATC baseline for all but one dataset. This work is,
to the best of our knowledge, the first proposing to com-
bine confidence and distance based performance estimation,
without requiring access to OOD data at calibration time.

ATC-DistCS, COT and computational considerations

Results show that our method performs significantly better
(or equivalent) to the concurrently proposed COT method
on 10 out of 13 datasets. Our extensive evaluation not only
justifies our method but also allows to gain more insight
into COT, as it had only be evaluated on a few tasks in
the original work [30]. Another important consideration
is that COT’s runtime increases in O(n3) with the num-
ber of test samples and linearly with the number of classes,
whereas K-NN distance increases linearly with the number
of training samples (here limited to 50,000). The authors
in [30] propose to alleviate this problem by splitting the
test set in batches and averaging accuracy estimates. De-
spite following this and limiting the number of test samples
to 25,000, we still observed a runtime penalty of approx-
imately one order of magnitude compared to ATC-DistCS
for datasets with a high number of classes and where the
transport optimisation problem needed a large number of
iterations before convergence (e.g. on our CPU for a Ima-
geNet ResNet150 model it took over 3500s to get one COT
estimate versus 300s for ATC-Dist, 450s vs 50s for Wilds-
RR1). Finally, the lightweight aspect of ATC-DistCS (and
the ATC baseline) is in start contrast with other proposed
methods such as e.g. self-training ensembles [6] which re-
quires training new ensembles for every single evaluation
set, highly impractical in real-world monitoring scenarios.

Limitations The proposed method relies on the represen-
tativeness of the in-distribution validation set to calibrate
the distance threshold. In other words, the validation set

should cover the expected set of possibilities encountered
in-distribution. If the validation data is not sufficiently rep-
resentative of the ID setting e.g. not all classes are rep-
resented in the validation set, then the distance check is ex-
pected to be sub-optimal. This is what is happening with the
WILDS-iCam results in the section above. For this heavily
data imbalanced task, not all possible targets are present in
the validation set. This led to the distance check not im-
proving the results due to a sub-optimal distance threshold
choice. Moreover, because classes were missing in the val-
idation set we were not able to compute class-wise thresh-
olds for many classes and had to use the global threshold
for these classes, which are especially important in heavily
imbalanced settings, as argued by [29]. Similarly, in Wilds-
RxRx1 many classes had only a few samples in the given
in-distribution validation set leading to sub-optimal class-
wise thresholds for this equally imbalanced task.

Finally, our method, by design, generates more conser-
vative performance estimates than their counterparts with-
out the distance check. As it considers that any point that
lies too far from the expected embedding space is wrong,
it will reduce the estimated accuracy. In most cases, this
assumption holds in practice as shown by our experimen-
tal results. However, in some settings with extremely heavy
distributional shift such as PACS, this assumption may lead
to rejecting a lot of samples that appear “too” OOD. This
may in turn yield excessively conservative performance es-
timates. Nevertheless, we argue that in practice if the input
data is very far from the expected training distribution, hav-
ing a low accuracy estimate triggering an auditing alert is
a more desirable behaviour than having over-confident ac-
curacy estimates which may mislead the user and generate
unsafe AI use. Once the system is validated on the new data,
it can easily be included in the calibration set.

Conclusion Taking into account distance to the training
distribution substantially improves performance estimation
on a wide-range of tasks. Our proposed estimators imple-
menting a distance check demonstrate SOTA performance
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on a large variety of tasks and significant improvement over
previous SOTA baselines. Our method offers a practical and
versatile approach to performance estimation on new data
distributions, and thus, enables important safety checks for
AI model deployment in critical applications. Importantly,
our work clearly demonstrates the need to bridge the gap
between performance estimation and traditional OOD de-
tection literature and proposes a first step towards this end.
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